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Abstract: Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) improves the scope and power of Raman
spectroscopy by taking advantage of plasmonic nanostructures, which have the potential to enhance
Raman signal strength by several orders of magnitude, which can allow for the detection of
analyte molecules. The dataset presented provides results of a computational study that used
a finite element method (FEM) to model gold nanowires on a silicon dioxide substrate. The survey
calculated the surface average of optical surface enhancement due to plasmonic effects across the
entire model and studied various geometric parameters regarding the width of the nanowires,
spacing between the nanowires, and thickness of the silicon dioxide substrate. From this data,
enhancement values were found to have a periodicity due to the thickness of the silicon dioxide.
Additionally, strong plasmonic enhancement for smaller distances between nanowires were found,
as expected; however, additional surface enhancement at greater gap distances were observed,
which were not anticipated, possibly due to resonance with periodic dimensions and the frequency
of the light. This data presentation will benefit future SERS studies by probing further into the
computational and mathematical material presented previously.

Dataset: Available online: https://osf.io/6vb2w/?view_only=7629f06f081541968dbe986951167c4e

Dataset License: CC-BY-4.0

Keywords: plasmonics; thin film; SERS; computational electromagnetics; nanowires; nano-optics;
grating; array

1. Introduction

Due to advances in nanotechnology engineering and manufacturing in recent years, there has been
an increase in improvements to surfaced-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). SERS is important for
both its versatility and effectiveness at fingerprinting analyte species. It can detect analyte molecules
down to the individual molecule level [1–3] as well as analyze different material phases [4,5] in a
variety of fields such as experimental chemical sensing (both organic and inorganic) [4], biomedical
technologies [4,5], and substance detection [6–8] based on detecting the vibrational modes of analyte
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molecules. A Raman (inelastic) scattering signal forms a unique spectrum corresponding to energy
shifts in the molecule compared to the Rayleigh (elastic) scattering. Unfortunately, this method is
limited by the amount of light scattered in this way by molecules, which often produces a weak signal
that can be difficult to detect.

To improve the limit of detection, the method of SERS can be employed. Plasmonic structures
on the substrate surface can improve the Raman signal by many orders of magnitude [9–11] and
can be tuned by taking advantage of specific nanostructure geometries capable of enhancing the
electric near-field surrounding the nanostructures. One example of such nanostructures is a plasmonic
nanograting; a structure that assumes a periodic assembly of plasmonic elements with nanoscale
dimensions in at least one direction. By changing the space between the elements, one can create a
resonance condition and maximize the local electric field enhancement, which is typically considered
as the ratio of the magnitudes of the local electric field and the incident light|E/E0| [12,13].

Computational electromagnetic methods are often used to study theoretical SERS responses of
different nanostructures, making use of techniques such as finite-difference time domain (FDTD),
finite element method (FEM), and discrete dipole approximation (DDA) [14–16]. Prior studies have
primarily investigated the nanogaps between the structures and not the complete surface of the
gratings [17,18]. This gap-field-only method presents an idealized data set that only accounts for
light through the strongest of enhanced electrical fields and does not give a full representation of
enhancement across the entire grating pattern. For practical purposes, the nanograting must improve
optical enhancement not only in the space between nanowires, but across the whole surface. The data
discussed in [19] and provided fully in this paper (see supplemental file) offers a more complete
evaluation of the enhanced field along a substrate’s surface and its efficacy in SERS.

The data presented and discussed in this paper show the results of computational modeling of
plasmonic nanostructures. A FEM was used in this study, and line averages across the surface of a
simulated 2D cross-section of a grating and substrate were analyzed to improve the understanding of
the electric field properties surrounding the structure.

2. Methods

To study plasmonic electric field enhancements from Au nanostructures, we used the FEM
technique via the software COMSOL Multiphysics [20]. The enhancement of the local electric field
intensity, (|E|/|E0|)2, was calculated. The software then calculated a line average using the values at
each mesh point across the entire 2D cross-sectional structure surface, from which enhancement values
were derived for the entire model.

The base model accuracy was verified using convergence tests and analytical techniques so
that it may be used for the desired parametric studies. Multiple sweeps were then simulated across
three parameters: wire width (w), electrode spacing (s), and SiO2 thickness (tSiO2), in 10 nm steps.
A schematic of the simulated structure and diagram of the models with their parameters are shown in
Figure 1. The path over which the line average enhancement was calculated follows the boundary
between the air region and the adjacent material regions below. It thus follows along the SiO2 surface
until reaching the Au structure where it follows the air-metal boundary until the other side of the
metallic structure where it again follows the air-SiO2 interface.

Components of the model held constant during all sweeps include the height of the air above the
structure, which was held at 500 nm, the thickness of the Si layer beneath the SiO2 layer, which was
held at 200 nm, and the Ti adhesion layer between each Au grating and the SiO2 layers, which was
held at 1 nm. The Ti layer was kept at this small thickness due to the adhesive properties of Ti between
Au and SiO2 [21] in conjunction with its inherent mitigation of plasmonic effects [21]. The Au grating
thickness was held at 15 nm to represent current nanofabrication [22] capabilities.
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In all simulations, the lengths of the nanowires were simulated to be infinite, as was the orthogonal
structure periodicity (P = w + s) by applying periodic boundary conditions. The air and Si layers were
simulated as infinitely thick via port boundary conditions, representing perfect light absorption at
the boundaries. Ports on the top and bottom of the simulation space were used to introduce wave
excitation at the top and eliminate backscattering at the bottom boundary. The goal of the model was
to simulate surface optical enhancement for improved SERS to compare with our lab’s experimental
Raman spectroscopy capability, which uses a 785 nm diode laser to avoid sample photoluminescence at
more energetic incident wavelengths while increasing the scattering signal compared to that resulting
from longer wavelength incident light. To achieve this, a plane wave of wavelength λ0 = 785 nm was
simulated as being excited at the top port, incident in the negative y-direction and polarized in the
x-direction, as depicted in Figure 1a. The wave parameters were held constant through all parametric
sweeps. The complex optical material properties of Si, SiO2, Ti, Au, and air were used as per commonly
cited experimental results [23–25]. Lastly, the top corners of the wire structures were beveled with a
radius of 4 nm to better represent the experimental results of structure fabrication [22].
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Figure 1. Schematics of the FEM model. (a) 3D schematic of the SERS substrate structure which is
modeled using a (b) 2D cross-section simulation. Structure consisting of a Si substrate with a SiO2 thin
film on top and Au nanowires bonded with a Ti adhesion to layer the SiO2 thin film layer. Variables
swept include the gold nanowire width (w), the spacing between electrodes (s), and the thickness of the
SiO2 thin film (tSiO2). The incident light direction and polarization is shown. Note: Ti adhesion layer is
not visible in (a).

Figure 2 depicts the optical field enhancement produced at specific values for all three variable
parameters: s = 10 nm, w = 70 nm, and tSiO2 = 330 nm. The color map describes the variation of
optical enhancement across the entire surface. These values are not optimized to the combination that
would allow for the greatest amount of surface enhancement and yet still produce very strong electric
field augmentation.
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Figure 2. Graphical output of FEM plotting the electric field distribution of the optical enhancement of
the simulation space of a periodic SERS substrate with the following variables: w = 10 nm, s = 70 nm,
and tSiO2 = 200 nm. Please note that this plot shows the full width of the model, but it does not show
the full height.

3. Data Description

The datasets accompanying this paper as supplementary files provide the data compiled during
the computational studies in [21]. The primary file is separated into subfolders that are denoted by the
figures in [21], with an additional file being the base model used to create the data presented. In these
subfolders are files of three different types: text files containing the data exported by the completed
models, Microsoft Excel files containing the line average calculations of models of specific parameters,
and visual figures produced by MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). This section will explain
the organization of the files as well as the contents of each file set.

3.1. COMSOL Base Models

The dataset presented in the supplementary file was found using a FEM computational model [19].
The model simulates the incident light upon the surface of the entire structure, and then calculates the
plasmonic electric field enhancement upon the light. By using the mesh technique, it approximates the
electric field in the free space surrounding the model.

To calculate the electric fields in this model, the frequency domain partial differential equation
describing the electric field of a wave propagating in a medium was used:

∇ × µr
−1 (∇ × E) = k0

2 (εr − jσ/ωε0)E, (1)

in which ∇ is the gradient operator, µr is the permeability constant for the material in which the
electromagnetic wave is studied, E represents the electric field, k0 is the wave number, εr is the
permittivity constant of each material studied, j is the current density, σ is the material’s electrical
conductivity, ω is the wave’s angular frequency, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space.

To find the vector component E, the wave equation is solved while a polarized, background
field of

E (x,z) = E0(x,z)e-ik0 y, (2)

is applied throughout the space. As the model is time-independent, the fields are considered
time-averaged.
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The file includes the geometry design illustrated in Figure 1, and the file can also be modified
for new geometries as well. COMSOL v5.3a is needed to open the model files attached to the dataset,
but also the data results are exported in text files if one does not have access to COMSOL.

3.2. Exported Data Text Files

The text files hold the data produced by the model simulation results. They describe the electric
field, both real and imaginary, for the substrate model and calculated in each direction at different mesh
points. They are separated by folders denoting a specific parameter which is constant for all files in the
folder. For example, in the folder Fig 1 Brawley Materials, there is the specific folder labelled s10_t330.
This designates that all text files within the folder have a constant s (spacing between nanowires)
value of 10 nm and tSiO2 (thickness of the SiO2) value of 330 nm. Within this folder are three text
files with names similarly formatted; however, the categorizing of the names is not necessarily in the
same order. Consider fig_1b_w50, for example. This file gives the electric field with both the real and
imaginary parts for each direction of x, y, and z for a fixed nanowire width of w = 50 nm, s = 10 nm,
and tSiO2 = 330 nm.

In these files, the formatting of the text is dictated by the software’s export feature. In this format,
the “%” symbols denote descriptor lines for the data given. The first line describes the name of the base
model used to create the data, but this line of the file does not necessarily correspond with the exact
figure being addressed. The second line describes the software version COMSOL 5.3.1.229. The third
line gives the date on which the exported file was created. The fourth line describes the number of
dimensions the model is simulating, which is always two, as the study is a two-dimensional analysis.
The fifth line shows the number of nodes, or mesh points, being calculated by the model. The sixth
line describes the number of expressions determined by the model, which is always 6 due to the
calculation of both the real and imaginary parts of the electric field for all the x, y, and z-directions.
The seventh line gives a short description of the columns below it, beginning in the 10th row, starting
with the third column. The eighth line gives the units used for the x and y coordinates, and in all cases
should be in units of nm. The ninth line quantitatively describes all the columns below it. It begins
with x and y, describing the coordinates of each mesh point. For example, fig_1b_w50 begins with
many values for the x-coordinate being x = −30, for which it runs through the y-values for all mesh
points that have an x-coordinate of −30. Due to the previously mentioned formatting from the export
feature, it additionally lists the electrode spacing, s, the wire width, w, and the wave frequency for each
individual column. The wire spacing, and width, are consistent within each individual file, while the
frequency of the light is constant through all files at 3.189 × 1014 Hz due to our light wavelength being
785 nm. Thus, the third and fourth columns describe the real and imaginary values of the electric field,
respectively, in the x-direction. The fifth and sixth columns describe the real and imaginary values of
the electric field, respectively, in the y-direction, while the seventh and eighth columns describe the
real and imaginary values, respectively, of the values of the electric field in the z-direction. Table 1
gives a sample of the file arrangement beginning at row 10 for file fig_1b_w50.

Table 1. Data for the file fig_1b_w50 as it appears in the rows beginning on line 10. Please note that
values in the figure are restricted to first four decimals for brevity.

x y Real (Ex) Imag (Ex) Real (Ey) Imag (Ey) Real (Ez) Imag (Ez)

−30 −530 −0.0799 0.3404 −6.6255 × 10−4 0.0017 0 0
−30 −511.8181 −0.2425 0.2516 −2.5247 × 10-4 1.9505 × 10−4 −1.9377 × 10−18 −2.4711 × 10−17

−30 −494.4976 −0.3350 0.1007 1.9317 × 10−5 −7.0334 × 10−5 −3.2628 × 10−18 −4.1869 × 10−17

3.3. Excel Files

The Excel files are in the folders pertaining to their corresponding figures and labelled with
the title of the figure represented by each. For example, in the folder Fig 3 Brawley Materials is the
Excel file Fig3a regarding Figure 3a in [19]. As with the text files, the beginning lines are reserved for
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descriptions of the data within the file and are also denoted by “%” symbols at the beginning of each
line. The first line describes the name of the model file used to generate the data. The second line
lists the version of the software used for this specific file and in all cases is COMSOL 5.3.0.316 [20].
The third line lists the date of the file export. The fourth line gives the title of the table within a given
model from which the data is being exported. Finally, the fifth line gives the title for each column below
it. The first column says ElectrodeSpacing which represents s, the second column says WireWidth1,
the w value, and the third column describes the formula for the average optical field enhancement
emw.normEˆ2, being measured across the entire surface for each set of parameters. Beginning in the
sixth row, each column is specific to the title in the fifth row. Each number in the first and second
columns gives the values for s and w, respectively. The third column gives the value for the surface
average electric field enhancement across the entire model. As s and w are varied from 10 to 600,
this gives line average values for 3600 combinations of s and w parameters, per tSiO2 value.

3.4. Matlab Images

Lastly are the MATLAB image files which end with “.fig.” These files are labelled like the Excel
files, in that they are titled directly after their corresponding figure. For example, in folder Fig 3 Brawley
Materials, the MATLAB figure file Figure 3a matches Figure 3a in [19]. These files are created from the
data used to create the corresponding figure in [19]; however, their coloration has been changed and
matches the figures present here. 6 of 8 
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values: (a) tSiO2 = 200 nm; (b) tSiO2 = 250 nm; (c) tSiO2 =290 nm; and (d) tSiO2 = 330 nm.

4. Conclusions

The data presented was produced in [19], and the findings regarding possible SERS improvements
are discussed. The data was generated using the FEM via COMSOL Multiphysics modeling software.
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The data specifically chosen to be published correlates with the figures originally published in [19] and
has related figures in this paper as well.

There are many potential benefits to SERS in plasmonics; however, most studies have been
concerned with distances between plasmonic structures below 100 nm. In [19], we see that there are
modes of plasmonic interference at some widths and spacings significantly greater than 100 nm that
also induce strong electric fields. While not as strong as optimal widths and spacings, they can provide
optical enhancement up to 11 times that of a similar surface with no plasmonic enhancement [19].
Due to the difficult nature of fabricating structures on the nanometer scale, these findings could be
valuable to fabrication techniques in which it is easier to make larger structures.

The intent of this paper is to increase the reproducibility of the work achieved in [19]. We hope to
elucidate our methods and computational models to create a framework which other computational
plasmonics researchers can follow to build on or validate our work. The data is published in a text
file format to make it accessible to researchers who may not have access to or experience with the
COMSOL Multiphysics software package. The base COMSOL model is also made available for other
work that may want to use and modify them for new geometries and studies. We hope that other
computational methods, such as FDTD, can produce similar results and thus encourage more research
in the field of plasmonic SERS substrates.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at: https://osf.io/6vb2w/?view_only=
7629f06f081541968dbe986951167c4e (the dataset accompanying this paper will be available on the website).

Author Contributions: J.B.H. and C.M.K. decided to share data via open access, C.M.K. exported and organized
data from model simulations, Z.T.B., J.B.H., S.J.B., and A.A.D. created the models, Z.T.B., S.J.B., and A.A.D.
completed the experiments, C.M.K., Z.T.B., and D.T.D., analyzed the data, J.B.H. performed supervision,
C.M.K. created original manuscript, J.B.K., Z.T.B., and S.J.B. provided revisions for manuscript.
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